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A World-Wide Eddy Database 
Introduction 
Our ability to model the ocean is restricted by the practical limitations on the 
temporal and spatial frequency of in-situ hydrographic observations and the 
computational expense of running high resolution numerical models. It is 
therefore necessary to obtain the maximum amount of information possible 
from the data available. One method of doing this is Feature Modelling. This 
method has been used with some success in the intensively studied region of 
the Gulf Stream (Robinson, Spall and Pinardi 1988). The indication is that 
promising results should be achievable elsewhere but require a broader 
analysis of eddy structures than those purely associated with a strong western 
boundary current. Feature modelling techniques are based on the idea that 
eddies may be classified into particular categories (Allen, Pollard and New 
1991) which may then be identified from a limited number of observations. For 
example, an AVHRR image provides information only about the sea-surface 
temperature, but from knowledge of historical in-situ measurements and the 
equations of motion which govern the evolution of the temperature field, it will 
be possible to infer the sub-surface structure of eddies and fronts identified by 
the image with a minimum requirement for additional data. Analytical 
models of observed features may then be embedded into the output from 
numerical models to produce an improved analysis. Feature modelling, 
therefore, requires the identification of the necessary parameters to categorize 
eddies and an understanding of the way in which each category of eddy 
interacts with the surrounding water mass. With this aim in mind the 'World-
Wide Eddy Database' (WED) has been set up and is a continuing project at the 
James Rennell Centre for Ocean Circulation to contrast and compare 
thoroughly researched and well documented observations in the form of a 
historical climatology of eddies and other structures. 
Naturally remarks drawn from this project are biased towards areas of 
present oceanographic research. The frequency of entries in a given area does 
not reflect the frequency of occurrence of eddies in that area, but rather the 
number of observations that have been made there. However, it seems 
reasonable to suggest that these results will be valuable in identifying key 
characteristics of eddy structures. 
Presently the WED is structured around a simple low cost spreadsheet 
package, Microsoft Excel, on an Apple Macintosh microcomputer. However 
the intention is that the WED will not become too software dependent as its 
increasing size may in the future make other packages more appropriate. 
There are at this time forty entries in the database. Only references that 
contain sufficient information to derive the majority of the basic database 
parameters are included. For this reason the large majority of references 
examined had to be excluded. 
The Database 
For each entry in the database the following information is stored: letters in 
parenthesis indicate the relevant column(s) in the spreadsheet. 
S o z / r c e o / ' c & z f o 
Reference to publication describing the observations. (B-G) 
The type of hydrographic data presented in the publication. (P) 
Duration of measurements. (L) 
Latitude and longitude of observation. {H,I} 
Starting date of observation. {J,K} 
Depth of water column. {M} 
Sea floor characteristics (i.e. abyssal plane, continental shelf, 
shelf break,.. etc) (N) 
Depth and amplitude of permanent and seasonal thermodines. 
(X,Y,Z,AA} 
Sense of rotation. {0} 
Eddy centre depth; defined as the depth at which t h e greatest 
stratification anomaly, i.e. the largest relative change 
in vertical separation between adjacent isopycnals, 
occurs, (figures 1 and 2) (Q) 
Eddy radius; a characteristic length scale defined as the 
horizontal distance between the eddy centre axis and 
the point of maximum horizontal gradient in vertical 
distance between the two isopycnals that bound the 
eddy centre, (figures 3 and 4) {R} 
Maximum tangential velocity and comment regarding its 
derivation, i.e. measured or calculated from density 
gradients. {S,T} 
Propagation speed and direction of the eddy. {U,V} 
Surface signature, (e.g. warm & light or cold & dense..etc) {AB} 
The depth of 5 isopycnals at three locations, X=-R,0,R where 
X is the distance along a section across the eddy, X=0 
is the centre and R is the eddy radius. {A} 
These depths are stored in separate tables indicated in 
this column from which simple diagrams of the eddy 
structures can be constructed. These diagrams are 
appended to the end of this report. 
M f g c g / Z o y i e o w s 
Any other general comments. {W} 
Discussion 
The WED was conceived as a suitable project for an undergraduate student on 
an industrial training year. However after only a few months considerable 
interest had been shown in the project both from within the institute and from 
visitors to the James Rennell Centre. 
One of the most significant results that has appeared, and of particular 
interest to feature modelling, regards the presence of some kind of surface 
signature with every eddy observation. However, both cyclonic and anticyclonic 
eddies may be accompanied by cold or warm surface thermal signatures. The 
implication here is that eddy structures may only be inferred from satellite 
information if both thermal and altimetric data are combined with the 
background knowledge obtained from a study such as this one. 
It is not the intention of this report, at such an early stage in the development 
of the WED, to draw any firm conclusions about any observed relationships 
between eddy parameters. However, neglecting those observations greater 
than one standard deviation from the mean, the average depth of eddy centre 
(greatest stratification anomaly) for cyclonic eddies i n the database is 134 
metres: for the anticyclonic eddies this figure is 258 metres . The concept that 
the mean depth of anticyclonic eddies could be twice t h a t of cyclonic eddies is 
intriguing as it is generally supposed that cyclonic eddies, having deeply 
upwelled cores (Griindlingh 1987, Richardson et al. 1979), extend further in 
the vertical than anticyclonic eddies. Several explanations have been suggested 
for this statistical observation, both in terms of the f lu id dynamics governing 
an eddy structure and the method by which the depth of an eddy is established 
in the database, all of which are under further investigation. 
The structure of an eddy is governed by a requirement to conserve potential 
vorticity and therefore a balance between horizontal length scale (L), 
tangential velocity (U) and vertical depth scale (D). Due to a lack of full ocean 
depth water column data very few observations contain sufficient information 
relating to the vertical extent of the eddy. Therefore in WED version 2 we shall 
concentrate on obtaining characteristic depth scales, by means of an improved 
method of assimilating observations into the database , to examine the 
correlation of these three parameters. From these improved correlations it will 
be possible to classify eddies in terms of their U:L:D relationship. 
Additional studies are also to be carried out for WED version 2 using cruise 
data such as that from Charles Darwin 51 (Griffiths 1990) and Vivaldi 
(Pollard, Leach and Griffiths 1991) to investigate the range of different eddy 
structures that may be found in any particular location or generated by any 
particular mechanism. This will enable answers to b e given to important 
questions such as do eddies generated at western boundary currents have 
different characteristic structures to those formed by t h e subduction of water 
along isopycnal surfaces ?' 
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Centre 
Figure 1 T h e greatest stratification anomaly across this isopycnai 
section occurs between isopycnals 1 a n d 2. Thus D is the 
centre of the eddy. 
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Figure 2:- D shows the eddy centre depth at 3 6 0 m 
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Figure 3:- This shows the depth of the eddy centre, D, and the radius, 
r, where ±R are the points of maximum gradient on the two 
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1 J K L M N o 1 P 
1 LONGITUDE YEAR OF OBS MONTH OF OBS DURATION OF OBS DEPTH TO BOTTOM SEA FLOOR REGION EDOY SENSE DATA AVAILABLE 
2 -2"W 1984 Maf 2^ monthm 5 M 0 m Aby**al Plane Cyclonic 
3 20"W 1983 Seplember/Oclober 
-2 month* ^ I W O m Abys*al Plane Cyclonic Potemp. *alinity. den*ity, qeo vel 
4 9 ^ 1979 November 2 week* 2000 m Aby**d Mane Cyclonic Temp, deneity contour* 
5 65.66"W 1984 January 3 month* 1000 m AbY**al Plane Cyclonic Tenv 
5 G3"W 1976 September 5 month* 5000 m Aby8*al Plane Cyclonic Temp, *alinity. velocity 
7 -GS-E 1984 10 day* 5000 m Aby**al Plane Cyclonic Temp. *alinity. den*ity, qeo *peed 
8 69.5°W 1978 2 rwionth* 30(MI m Abywal Plane Cyclonic Temp, *afinity, oxygen 
9 3e"E 1982 10 day* 5000 m Aby**al Plane Cyclonic Temp, *alinity, den*ity. qeo vel 
1 0 6B"W 1977 May 80 day* 2500 m Aby*#al Plane Cyclonic Den*ity. pot vort 
1 1 - a r e 1980 March ^ m w ^ I M O m Continental Slope Cyclonic Temp. *alinily. nitrate level 
1 2 -14G"W 1985 March "3 month* ^ ^ W m N/A Cydonic 
1 3 124-W 1987 May 
-3 week* >500 m JuBt off Coa*t Cyclonic Temp, adinity, denaity. oxyqen. qeo vel, nutrient* 
1 4 4 5°W 1983 October 2 days >200 m Continental Slope Cyclonic Temp, aalinity, oxyqen. *Micon 
1 5 123*W 1985 July 16 days ^ ^ W m Continental Slope Cydonic Temp, *alinity, den*ity. oxygen, pot vort. PE. KE 
1 6 lea-E 1982 December I S d q p ^ M O m Aby**d Plane Cydonic Temp, aalinity, denaity 
1 7 26"E 1982 December 2 month* 4500 m Aby**al Plane Cydonic Temp. den*ity, velodty, KE 
1 a 74 0"W 1975 March 1 month 3000 m Aby**W Plane Cydonic Temp, *alinity. qeo vel 
1 9 65"W 1979 1 month 2500 m Ju*t off Contirwntal Rise Cydonic Temp, geopotential anomaly, denaity. *aA anomaly 
2 0 132°E 1977 January 2 month* 40(Ml m Aby**al Plane Cydonic Temp, denaity, zonal qeoatrophic veloctiy 
2 1 6Q"W 1981 July/Auquml 50 day* 4000 m Aby**al Plane Double Anticydonic Temp, aalinity. denaity 
2 2 144=E 1983 April - 6 month* I M O m Aby**al Plane Double An^cydonic Temp, aalinity, *ound velodty 
2 3 152-E 1980 November 13 month* 1000 m Abv**al Plane Double Anticydonic Temp. *aKnity. qeo current* 
2 4 53.5"* 1985 N/A N/A 6MW m Aby*eal Plane. |u*t off Continental Ri#e Double Anticydonic Potemp. aaUnity. den*ity. oxyqen 
2 5 1 4 9 ^ 1972 March/April 4 week* IWM m Aby**al Plane Antlcyclonic Temp, aaNnily. denaity 
2 6 14.87°W 1979 September/Oc*)bef 50 day* 4500 m Aby**a# Plane Anticyclonic Temp. *annlty, denaiiy, qeo vel 
2 7 124°W 1981 January 8 day* 4000 m Aby**al Mane, ^ *helf Anticyclonic Temp, denaity, *aKnitv. oxygen, qeo vel, anqular vel, KE. APE. ral vort. pot vort 
2 8 13B"W 1977 Apr i l - 2 month* 3000 m Aby**al Plane Anticyclonic Geo vel, salinity, denaity, oxyqen 
2 9 -34°E 1983 October "14 month* 920 m Aby**al Plane Anticyclonic Temp, aaHnity. qeo current 
3 0 69°W 1973 Apri l 5 month* >800 m Along ContinenW Slope Antlcyclonic Temp 
3 1 180" 1978 January 3 week* 2400 m Ju*t oM Shelf Anticyclonic Temp, aalinily, denaity. cNorophyll. nitrate 
3 2 4 r w 1984 Augumt 3 week* 2000 m Continental Slope Anticyclonic Temp, aalinity. qeo vel 
3 3 1974 September 73 day* N/A SEE EDDY MARIO AbY*#al Plane Anticyclonic Temp 
3 4 123"W 1985 .Wy 16 day* ^ ^ W m Continerital Slope Anticyclonic Temp. aaHnity. denaity, oxygen, pot vort. PE. KE 
3 5 69.5"W 1978 May/June -4 week* M M m Aby#*al Plane Anticyclonic Potemp, salinity, potential density 
3 6 7 r w 1983 July 10 day* M W m She* Edpe Anticyclonic Temp. aaKnity, denaity 
3 7 64'W 1981 July N/A 4500 m Abv**al Plane Anticyclonic Potential temp, aalinity. denarty. oxyqen. nutrient* (aWicon nitrate) 
3 8 27.5°£ 1985 October 3 week* M W m Aby**W Plane Anticyclonic Temp, aalinity 
3 9 70"W 1982 February 6 nxxith* 3000 m Aby**al Plane Anticyclonic Potemp. aalinity. denaity. oxyqen 
4 0 ~65°W 1978 September 2 month* 3000 m Aby*$al Plane Anticyclonic Temp, aalinity, current* 
4 1 ~158°E 1975 March 4 day* 1000 m Aymeal Mane Anticyclonic Temp 
1 
O 




UAX U (THETA) 
T 
COMMENTf U (THETAM 
U 
PROPAGATION SPEED PROPAGATION DIRN 
2 "75 m -15 km 40 cm/* Found al 50 m lof El 1-15 km/d 
3 -1800 m -30 km 10 cm/# At 1700 dbar 1.2-5.8cm/* 
4 -10 m 
-1.8 km 50 cm/5 Mean from *hip dhft (max 1 m/s). Thi* w9l inckde propaqation *peed N/A N/A 
5 250 m 17 km 50 cm/s Al Ihe *urtaca re* to 2000 db 5 km/d 
6 170 m 120 km 70 cm/* Near 200 m. al 60 km ra<Au* 3 cm/* 
7 -130 m -4 km 15-20 cm/* Found at 125 m kx eddy E13 1 km/d- 5 knVd 
8 95 m 23 km 10-15 cm/* Measured at 268 m from a current meter moonnq 18 cm/* 
9 300 m 75 km 30-50 cm/* Calculated uainq qeo&trophic approximabon re la te to 1000 db N/A N/A 
1 0 100 m -33 km 100-120 cm/* 1.2 m/* but not le** than thi* N/A N/A 
1 1 90 m -90 km N/A N/A N/A N/A 
1 2 140 m -10 km 0.38 m/* At a depth of 115 m N/A N/A 
1 3 50 m 17 km N/A N/A N/A 
1 4 100 m 58 km 50 cm* N/A 10 cm/* N/A 
1 5 250 m 35 km 20 cm/* Pel to 1000 & N/A N/A 
1 6 100 m 90 km 25 cm/* Along a meridional eection 11 cm/B Northeastward* 
1 7 150 m 54 km 40 cm/s Rel to 1700 m 3 6 cm/* Eastwards 
1 8 300 m 80 km N/A N/A 10.7 km/day Southwe*tward* 
1 9 75 m 30 km 90 cm/* Ring* north eector and *ubantarctic front were in proximity, rel to 3500 m 30 cm/e Northward* 
2 0 80 m 60 km N/A N/A 3 crrV* North-northea*tward* 
2 1 360-700 m -40 km 4 cm/a N/A 4.3 km/d We*t Southwest 
2 2 200-250 m 45 km 74 cm/* At eurface (both qeostrophic and current meter*) N/A N/A 
2 3 300-350 m 80 km 50-100 cm/e N/A 0.3 nV* Northward* 
2 4 3700 m 55 km 8 cm/* Relative to *iqma 4 - 45 9 (aee mopycnal*) N/A Northward* 
2 5 -200 m -5 km 23 cm/* Geostrophic current* are relative to 20 m (under ice) 2 cm/* Northward* 
2 6 550 m -12.6 km 15-30 cm/a Calculated u*ing geoetrophic current* referred to 3500 db 1.8 cnV* Weetward* 
2 7 -350 m 25 Km 25-30 cm/s At a depth of 250 m geostrophic relative to 1450 db N/A N/A 
2 8 70 m BO km N/A N/A 15-40 cm/s Westwards 
2 9 200 m 25 km 20 cm/* Down to 350 m 30-150 cm/* Southward* then eastwards 
3 0 140 m -70 km 2-3 cm/* Slow rate due to proximity of GuH Stream 4-5 cm/* Westwards 
3 1 100 m 56 km N/A N/A N/A Northeastwards 
3 2 160 m 50 km N/A N/A N/A Northeastwards 
3 3 0 (SURFACE FEATURE) 125 km 60-178 cm/* N/A 7 km/d (5-10 km/d) Southwards 
3 4 450 m 30 km 17 cm/* Rel k 1000 db 40 cm/* Westward* then northwards 
3 5 1650 m -20 km 28 cm/* At 1500 db 11-16 cm/s Southwest 
3 6 35 m 8.1 km 50 cm/s N/A N/A Southwestwards 
3 7 400 m 55 km 4-5 cm/* Ring rapkNy change* *ize and *hape due to *trong interaction with GuH Stream 3-5 cm/* Westward 
3 8 200 m 55 km 30 cm/e At the aurface rel to 1000 dbar Northeastwards 
3 9 150 m -30 km N/A N/A NJK Northeastward* 
4 0 200 m -18 km N/A N/A 9 km/d Westwards 
4 1 300 m -55 km 2 cm/* N/A N/A N/A 
W X Y z 
1 COMMENT DEPTH OF PERMANENT THEMOCUNE DENSITY DIFFERENCE (PTl DEPTH OF SEASONALTMERMOCUNE 
2 N/A N/A N/A 
3 Has moved north from source N/A N/A N/A 
4 N/A N/A N/A 
5 N/A 700-1000 m ll-CfTEMP DIFFERENCE) N/A 
6 4 17 December 600 1100 m "10% (TEMP DEFERENCE) 
7 N/A N/A N/A HALOCUNE (BIG ONE) NO THERMOCUNE 0-50 m 
8 N/A 600-1200 m 1 kg/m*3 
9 N/A Centre of thermodine between 50-150 m and only one thennodine exists 1.1 kq/nr3 N/A 
1 0 N/A 600 1 000 m 2.2 kg/m*3 50-100 m 
1 1 N/A N/A N/A 80-100 m 
1 2 N/A 200 m onwards (no Wmit due k> lack of information) N/A N/A 
1 3 Dynamic heiqht field shows high velocity flow N/A N/A N/A 
1 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
1 5 N/A N/A N/A 50-300 m 
1 6 New hng found to be formed as a result of a branchinq meander N/A N/A 20-100 m 
1 7 O/er 70 pairs of small cyclonic and anticydonic eddies were found in 2 months N/A N/A 1-100 m 
1 8 Cold perturbation, with Nqh salinitv core, was found south of cold eddy centre N/A N/A N/A 
1 9 Mng observed to be pushinq through sub antarctic front N/A N/A N/A 
2 0 Possible anticydonic circulation below 2000 m 800-1000 m 4°C (TEMP DIFFERENCE) N/A 
2 1 N/A 600-1000 m 
-5"C below eddy (TEMP DIFFERENCE) 20-50 m 
2 2 N/A N/A N/A -50 m 
2 3 Driflers - with superimposed looping motion (100 km (Aameter) N/A N/A 80-100 m 
2 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
2 5 N/A 200-500 m l l k g / m ^ a N/A 
2 6 N/A 
-650-1050 m 1^5 kQ/m*3 1(X) m of layw 
2 7 N/A N/A N/A 50-250 m 
2 8 Rel to 1000 A) surface (50 km from surface) PRESENCE OF HALOCLINE (0-180 m) 1 .a%o (SALINFTY DIFFERENCE) N/A 
2 9 N/A 20-70 m from diagram 1"C (TEMP DIFFERENCE) N/A 
3 0 Drifted for 4 rrwnths then coelesinq with large meander N/A N/A 0-30 m 
3 1 2 anticydonic feature* dose together N/A N/A N/A 
3 2 Rel to 1800 db 100-700 m y C (TEMP DIFFERENCE) N/A 
3 3 N/A N/A N/A "75 (very difficult to tell) 
3 4 Low oxygen water travels polewards N/A N/A 100-400 m 
3 5 N/A 500-1000 m 1,2 kq/m*3 N/A 
3 6 N/A N/A N/A 20-40 m 
3 7 Cydonic eddy 120 km from centre 100 500 m 1.0 kg/m*3 0-50 m 
3 8 Disappearance of cold eddy « warm eddy pair, which weakened the warm eddy N/A N/A 1-100 m 
3 9 N/A 200-400 m 0.5 kg/m*3 0-70 m 
4 0 Eddy diminished from 3000 m to 1600 m in 2 months N/A N/A N/A 
4 1 N/A 300 500 m 5"C fTEMP DIFFERENCE) 0-70 m 
AA AB 
1 DENSITY DIFFERENCE (ST) SURFACE FEATURES 
2 -0.8 kq/m"3 Low t#mp, low saBnity. kw »iqma polar water 
3 N/A Warm, hiqh wlinhv. k)w denwtv 
4 1.7-0 (TEMP DIFFERENCE! Dominq of i»o*h#rm* break* murface 
5 N/A Warm, domed 
6 5-0 fTEMP DIFFERENCE) Warm, hiqh #alinitY 
7 0,6 (SALINITY DIFFERENCE) Gold, low malinity, k)w denmitv. biq halodine 
a -1 kg /m*3 Low wNnily. warm. Ie*« dewe at the surface 
9 N/A Warm, light, and higher wNnilv at the surface 
1 0 1.2 kq/m"3 Low denmty, (Apped, Ngh velodty. hiqh temp 
11 -4*0 fTEMP DIFFERENCE) High #alinitY, thermodine mtructure below 100 m, aleo warm 
1 2 N/A Cool, low wlinilY. low (knwty 
1 3 N/A Cool, low aaWnity. domed 
1 4 HI A Domed, warm, #aKne 
1 5 1.5 kg/m*3 Cold, fresh 
1 6 0.3 kQ/m*3 CoW. fremh, low denmitv 
1 7 0.8 kg/m*3 Low temp, high velodty, low density 
1 8 N/A CoW, fresh 
1 » N/A CoW, low density 
2 0 N/A Odd. low sallnitv 
21 <4"C at the surface (TEMP DIFFERENCE) (SEE EDDY MARIO) lens like feature at 15-16°C, low temp, low salinity, domed 
2 2 ~4°C fTEfvP DIFFERENCE) Warm, saline 
2 3 2-3X (TEMP DIFFERENCE) Eddy maria pushes the thermodine down to < 500m. surface is warm, hiqh salinitv 
2 4 N/A Ice 
25 N/A Ice 
2 6 1.25 kq/m'^ 3 Low salinity, kw temp. Nqh density.domed 
27 "1.8 kg/nf3 High salinity, high nutrients, low oxygen 
2 8 N/A Low low dwMiiy, warm 
2 9 N/A High sallnily. warm 
3 0 N/A Warm 
3 1 N/A High nutrlenk, low density, hiqh salinity, warm 
3 2 N/A Warm, saline 
3 3 3-4-0 (TEMP DIFFERENCE) Warm, depressed at the surface as this is a surface eddy 
3 4 1.7 kg/m*3 Warm, sdine, low oxyqen 
3 5 N/A Low density, low saUnity. cool 
3 6 2.2 kq/m*3 Low salinity, cold 
3 7 1.5 kq/m*3 Warm, saline. k)w density 
3 8 5°C (TEMP D!FFEF€NCE) warm, hiqh salinity 
3 9 1 kQ/m*3 Warm, high salinity, hiqh oxyqen 
4 0 N/A Warm, saline 
41 3"C fTErVP DIFFERENCE) Warm 
Paper 1 
MESOSC ALE EDDIES IN THE FRAM STRAIT MARGINAL ICE ZONE DURING 
THE 1983 AND 1984 MARGINAL ICE ZONE EXPERIMENTS (El) 
DENSITY 27.6 27.7 27.8 27.9 28.0 
DEPTH -R 25 35 50 85 325 
(m) C 0 20 55 70 240 
R 30 35 50 100 390 
5 0 . 
I 0 0 
150 
DEPTII (m) 2 0 0 
250 
3 0 0 
3 5 0 
4 0 0 
DENSITY 
- . - 2 7 . 6 
- 0 - 2 7 . 7 
— 27 .8 
- 0 - 2 7 . 9 
- . - 2 8 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 15 km) R(S) 
16 
Paper 2 
A DEEP CYCLONIC MEDDY IN THE WESTERN EUROPEAN 
BASIN 
DENSITY 31.50 36.85 36.95 41.45 45.85 
(a,) ((T;) ((Tl) (G4) 
DEPTH -R 350 1500 2250 3000 4200 
(m) C 500 1650 2100 2950 3950 
R 400 1600 2300 2050 4100 
D E P T H (m) 
1 5 0 0 
2000 
500 
3 0 0 0 
; = ] 0 0 










— 3 1.5 
C - 3 6 . 8 5 
. . . 3 6 . 9 5 
^ 4 1 . 4 5 
— 4 5 . 8 5 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 30 km) R(S) 
Paper 3 
OBSERVATIONS OF A SMALL-SCALE BAROCLINIC EDDY IN 
THE LIGURIAN SEA 
TEMPERATURE 14.8 14.4 14.2 13.9 13.7 
DEPTH -R 13 19 27 42 5 5 
(m) C 6 13 25 46 59 
R 16 30 42 52 63 
I 0 
20 




T E M P 
— M . 8 
C - 1 4 .4 
— • - 1 4 .2 
1 3 . 9 
— 1 3 . 7 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 1.5 km) R(S) 
18 
EVOLUTION OF THE CYLCONIC GULF STREAM EDDY 
Paper 4 
TEMPERATURE r c ) 18 17 16 15 14 
DEPTH -R 250 350 400 4 6 0 570 
(m) c 235 250 275 2 9 0 325 
R 220 240 275 3 2 0 350 
I 00 
200 





— t 8 
43- 1 7 
15 
- A - 1 4 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 17 km) R(S) 
19 
THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE AND LIFE HISTORY OF 
CYCLONIC GULF STREAM RING ALLEN 
Paper 5 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 21 20 19 18 17 
DEPTH -R 120 160 180 200 250 
(m) C 95 100 110 150 170 
R 9 5 120 150 175 210 
5 0 
I 0 0 






- o 2 0 
1 9 
"O- 1 8 
- A - 1 7 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 120 km) R(N) 
20 
Paper 6 
MESOSCALE EDDIES IN THE FRAM STRAIT MARGINAL ICE ZONE 
DURING THE 1983 AND 1984 MARGINAL ICE ZONE EXPERIMENTS 
(E13) 
DENSITY 27.60 27.70 27.85 27 .95 28.00 
DEPTH -R 25 40 70 210 480 
(m) C 30 35 80 145 475 
R 25 40 55 160 490 
5 0 
1 0 0 
] 5 0 
200 
D E P T H (m) 2 5 0 
3 0 0 
3 5 0 
4 0 0 
4 5 0 
5 0 0 
DENSITY 
2 7 . 6 
C - 2 7 7 
. . . 2 7 8 5 
. ^ 2 7 9 5 
- . - 2 8 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 4 km) R(N) 
21 
Paper 7 
STRUCTURE AND ORIGIN OF A SMALL CYCLONIC EDDY OBSERVED 
DURING THE POLYMODE LOCAL DYNAMICS EXPERIMENT 
DENSITY (Jg) 26.2 26.3 26.4 26.5 26.6 
DEPTH -R 100 150 250 390 490 
(m) C 90 100 200 330 400 
R 100 150 250 380 450 
D E P T H (m) 2 5 0 
4 b O 
DENSITY 
— 26.2 
O- 2 6 . 3 
. . . 2 6 4 
- 0 - 2 6 . 5 
26 6 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 23 km) R(S) 
Paper 
ANATOMY OF A CYLCONIC EDDY OF THE MOZAMBIQUE 
RIDGE CURRENT 
DENSITY ( G g ) 25.8 26.2 26.6 2 7 . 0 27.2 
DEPTH -R 170 240 370 7 1 0 890 
(m) C 200 240 310 5 0 0 700 
R 180 260 360 7 3 0 920 
I 0 0 
200 
; o o 
40C 
DEFTII(m) 5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
800 
9 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
25 .8 
26.2 
. . . 26.6 
2 7 . 2 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 75 km) ]R(S) 
23 
Paper 9 
THE PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF TWO RINGS OBSERVED 
BY THE CYCLONIC RING EXPERIMENT PART 2 DYNAMICS 
DENSITY 26.0 26.2 26.4 26.6 26.8 
DEPTH -R 100 NO 180 200 230 
(m) C 80 100 110 125 140 
R 110 130 180 200 260 
5 0 
I 00 
DEPTH (m) 150 
200 
2 5 0 
3 0 0 
D E N S I T Y 
- 1 3 - 2 6 2 
2 6 4 
26.B 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R =33 km) R(S) 
24 
Paper 10 
THE DELAGOA BIGHT EDDY 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 26 20 14 10 8 
DEPTH -R 40 100 250 430 470 
(m) C 40 60 140 410 530 
R 40 80 220 480 570 
I 0 0 
200 
DEPTII (m) 3 0 0 
4 0 0 
500 
600 
T E M P 
- « - 2 6 
- O - 2 0 
. . . 1 4 
- O - 1 O 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 90 km) R(S) 
25 
Paper 11 
HYDROGRAPHY AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF AN ARCTIC 
CYCLONIC EDDY 
DENSITY 31.8 33.0 33.2 33.8 34.4 
DEPTH -R 78 150 173 218 260 
(m) C 7 5 135 140 200 242 
R 72 155 175 220 250 
I 00 




- — 3 1 .8 
c - 3 3 
.'-33.2 
-0-33.8 
-A" 3 4 4 
- R C \ ' ) CENTRE (R = 10 km) R(S) 
26 
Paper 12 
PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF 
A COASTAL EDDY NEAR CAPE MENDOCINO 
D E N S I T Y ( V 2 5 . 5 2 6 . 0 2 6 . 5 2 6 . 8 2 7 . 0 
D E P T H - R 1 5 60 1 2 5 2 8 5 4 3 0 
( m ) C 10 5 0 1 0 5 2 7 0 4 4 0 
R 15 5 5 1 3 5 3 0 0 4 7 0 
5 0 
1 00 
t 5 0 
2 0 0 
DEPTH (m) 2 5 0 
500 
^ 5 0 
4 0 0 
4 5 0 
5 0 0 
DENSITY 
— 2 5 . 5 
43-26 
- . - 2 6 . 5 
-O- 2 6 . 8 
- . - 2 7 
- R ( N ) C E N T R E ( R = 1 7 k m ) R ( S ) 
2 7 
]Pa]per 13 
GENERATION OF EDDY STRUCTURES IN THE F^RCE-SHETLAND 
STRAIT BY TIDAL CURRENTS 
TEMPERATURE 6 5 4 3 1 
DEPTH -R 150 160 225 280 420 
(m) C 70 130 200 250 440 
R 190 210 320 330 520 
I 0 0 
200 
DEPTH M 3 0 0 
4 0 0 





. . . 4 
- o - 3 
-R(N) CENTRE (R= 56 km) R(S) 
28 
Paper 14 
A MESOSCALE EDDY DIPOLE IN T H E 
OFFSHORE CALIFORNIA CURRENT 
DENSITY (Og) 25.0 26.0 26.5 2 7 . 0 27.3 
DEPTH -R 50 160 270 5 5 0 860 
(m) C 25 120 270 5 4 0 850 
R 50 180 300 5 5 0 860 
D E P T H (m) 
1 0 0 
200 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
800 
9 0 0 
D E N S I T Y 
— 2 5 
C - 2 6 
- * - 2 6 , 5 
- 0 - 2 7 
- . - 2 7 . 3 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 35 km) R(S) 
29 
Paper 15 
A CYCLONIC FRONTAL EDDY IN THE ANTARCTIC 
CIRCUMPOLAR CURRENT 
DENSITY 26,8 27.0 27.2 27.4 27.6 
DEPTH -R 50 150 600 900 1350 
(m) C 30 100 180 400 950 
R 50 250 450 600 1100 
200 




I 0 0 0 
I 2 0 0 
: 4 0 0 
DENISTY 
26 8 
O - 2 7 
. . . 2 7 . 2 
^ 2 7 4 
- A - 2 7 . 6 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 90 km) R(S) 
Paper 16 
A CYCLONIC EDDY IN THE ANTARCTIC CIRCUIVDPOLAR CURRENT 
AND HEAT TRANSPORT ACROSS THE ANTARCTIC FRONT 
DENSITY 26.5 26.8 27.1 27.4 27.7 
DEPTH -R 100 330 550 950 1550 
(m) C 95 180 420 880 1500 
R 100 280 520 1010 1580 
200 
4 0 0 
600 
DEPTH (m) 8 0 0 
] 000 
] 200 
I 4 0 0 
I 6 0 0 
D E N S I T Y 
— 2 6 . 5 
O - 26.8 
. . . 2 7 1 
2 7 . 4 
2 7 7 
CENTRE (R = 54 km) R(S) 
31 
J P a j p e r 1 7 
FURTHER STUDIES OF A (:()I,I) EDDY ON THE EASTERN SIDE OF THE 
GULF STREAM USING SATELLITE DATA AND SHIP DATA 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 19 18 17 16 15 
DEPTH -R 150 260 320 385 450 
(m) C 160 215 270 330 410 
R 190 245 330 400 460 
5 0 
I 00 
] 5 0 
200 
IDEFTlICm) 2 5 0 
3 0 0 
3 5 0 
4 0 0 
4 5 0 -
5 0 0 
T E M P 
] 9 
"O- ] 8 
-O- 1 5 
- ^ 1 5 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 80 km) 
32 
Paper 18 
GENERATION AND EVOLUTION OF A CYCLONIC RING 
AT DRAKE PASSAGE IN EARLY 1979 
DENSITY ( o j 27 27.2 27.4 2 7 . 6 27.8 
DEPTH -R 120 220 510 8 7 5 2350 
(m) C 50 100 280 7 0 0 1800 
R 80 160 480 8 0 0 2270 
5 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
DEPTH (m) 
I 5 0 0 
2000 
2 5 0 0 
DENSITY 
C - 2 7 2 
2 7 4 
-O- 2 7 6 
2 7 8 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 30 km) R(S) 
Paper 19 
A CYCLONIC EDDY IN THE ANTARCTIC CIRCUMPOLAR CURRENT 
SOUTH OF AUTSTRALIA 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 7 6 5 3 2 
DEPTH -R 7 0 110 220 780 2200 
(m) C 7 5 80 120 260 2000 
R 70 150 210 750 2100 
500 
D E P T H ( m ) 
1 5 0 0 
2 5 0 0 
T E M P 
-O - 6 
. . . 5 
-O- 3 
2 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 60 km) R(S) 
Paper 20 
OBSERVATIONS OF AN ANTICYCLONIC EDDY OF 18°C 
WATER IN THE SARGASSO SEA 
TEMPERATURE :°c) 19 18 17 16 15 
DEPTH -R 100 230 550 6 3 0 680 
(m) C 60 100 640 6 8 0 830 
R 135 225 580 5 9 0 650 
DEPTH (m) 
1 0 0 
200 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
800 
9 0 0 
TEMP 
] 9 
- o - 1 8 
. . . 1 7 
- o - ; 6 
-A— 1 5 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 40 km) R(S) 
35 
Paper 21 
AN ANTICYCLONIC EDDY IN THE NORTHWESTERN 
IPVICIITK: 
13 9 8 5 3 
DEPTH -R 4 0 140 170 2 6 0 9 5 0 
( m j C 5 0 100 3 5 0 4 3 0 1 0 2 0 
R 6 0 110 130 2 0 0 1000 
200 
4 0 0 




CENTRE (R = 45 km) R(S) 







EDDIES OFF SOUTHEASTERN AUSTRALIA 
Paper 22 
TEMPERATURE °C) 21 20 19 18 17 
DEPTH -R 60 70 120 2 0 0 240 
(m) C 40 50 90 185 500 





DEPni(m) 2 5 0 
;oo 
3 5 0 
4 0 0 
4 5 0 
500 
T E M P 
- — 2 ] 
-a- 20 
... ] g 
-O - 1 8 
] 7 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 80 km) R(N) 
37 
Paper 23 
ABYSSAL EDDY IN THE SOUTHWEST ATLANTIC 
DENSITY 45.90 45.94 45.98 46.02 46.06 
DEPTH -R 2800 3300 3600 3800 4100 
(m) C 2600 2900 3300 4000 4500 
R 3000 3300 3600 4000 4300 
I 0 0 0 
DEPTH (m) 
3 5 0 0 
4000 
DENSITY 
- - 45 .9 
-O- 4 5 . 9 4 
4 5 . 9 8 
-O- 4 6 . 0 2 
4 6 . 0 6 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 55 km) R(S) 
38 
Paper 24 
BAROCLINIC EDDIES IN THE ARCTIC OCEAN 
DENSITY ( o j 2 5 j 2&0 2&5 27.0 2 7 5 
DEFTH -R 70 90 160 2 3 5 255 
(m) C 55 80 155 2 5 0 265 





2 5 0 
3 0 0 
D E N S I T Y 
. ^ ^ 5 5 
43-26 
. . . 2 6 5 
. » - 2 7 
- . - 2 7 . 5 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 5 km) R(N) 
39 
Paper 25 
THE TOURBILLON EXPERIMENT:- A STUDY OF A MESOSCALE 
EDDY IN THE EASTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
DENSITY 29.45 29.475 29.50 29.525 29.55 
DEPTH -R 400 500 650 800 850 
(m) C 300 400 650 800 850 




3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
800 -< 
9 0 0 
DENSITY 
— 29 .45 
2 9 471 
- - 29 5 
^ 29.52; 
29 .55 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 7 km) R(N) 
40 
Paper 26 
AN OFFSHORE EDDY IN THE 
CALIFORNIA CURRENT SYSTEM 
DENSITY (Og) 26.2 26.4 26.6 26 .8 27.0 
DEPTH -R 200 260 340 4 8 0 630 
(m) C 180 270 375 5 5 0 670 
R 200 265 360 5 0 0 635 
t 00 
200 
3 0 0 
DEPTH (m) 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
DENSITY 
- — 2 6 . 2 
- 0 - 2 6 . 4 
. . . 2 6 6 
- 0 - 2 6 . 8 
. . - 2 7 
-R(S) C E N T R E (R = SO km) R(N) 
41 
Paper 27 
THE ANTICYLONIC BAROCLINIC EDDY OFF SITKA, ALASKA, 
IN THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC OCEAN 
DENSIIT 25.2 25.6 26.2 26.8 27.2 
DEPTH -R 20 55 120 230 620 
(m) C 50 145 220 400 800 











^ 2 5 . 6 
" - 2 6 . 2 
^ 2 6 B 
- . - 2 7 2 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 80 km) R(N) 
Paper 28 
MOVEMENT /LPfl) (ZICCit^ JBLAJPHOBCAJL, DISTRIBUTION OF 
ANTICYCLONIC EDDIES IN THE EASTERN LAVANTINE BASIN 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 18 17 16 15 14 
DEPTH -R 70 140 245 4 4 5 710 
(m) C 60 120 380 5 9 0 795 
R 5 5 100 310 595 770 
t 00 
200 
3 0 0 
DE3rni(na 4 0 0 
5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
800 
4 TEMP 
43- 1 7 
1 6 
^ 15 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 25 km) R(N) 
43 
Paper 29 
LIFE CYCLE OF A GULF STREAM ANTICYCLONIC EDDY 
OBSERVED FROM SEVERAL OCEANOGRAPHIC PLATFORMS 
TEMPERATURE :°o 17 15 13 11 7 
DEPTH -R 30 100 240 350 460 
(m) C 20 290 350 420 600 
R 30 80 200 290 460 
mo 
2 0 0 
DEPTH (m) 3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
6 0 0 
TEMP 
C - 15 
1 3 
1 1 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 70 km) R(S) 
44 
Paper 30 
THE EFFECT OF WARM CORE EDDIES ON T H E OCEANIC 
PRODUCTIVITY OFF NORTHEASTERN NEW ZEALAND 
DENSITY 26.2 26.4 26.6 26 .8 27.0 
DEPTH -R 100 160 320 4 7 0 790 
(m) C 7 0 180 340 5 1 0 760 
R 45 90 160 4 0 0 700 
I 00 
200 
3 0 0 
DEPTH (m) 4 0 0 
soo 
600 
7 0 0 
300 
DENSITY 
— 26 2 
- 0 - 2 6 4 
. . . 2 6 . 6 
^ 2 6 , 8 
- . - 2 7 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 56 km) R(S) 
45 
Paper 31 
THE NORTH ATLANTIC CURRENT AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
EDDY FIELD SOUTHEAST OF THE FLEMISH CAP 
miPERATURECC) 18 16 14 12 9 
DEPTH -R 50 200 400 510 670 
(m) C 50 300 450 600 750 




DEPTH (m) 4 0 0 
5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
300 
43- j 6 
- » - 1 4 
-O - t 2 
9 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 45 km) R(N) 
46 
Paper 32 
THE STRUCTURE OF AN EAST AUSTRALIAN CURRENT 
ANTICYLCONIC EDDY 
lEMPERATURE :°c) 17 16 15 14 13 
DEPTH -R 0 150 170 180 200 
(m) C 260 330 350 3 8 0 400 





DEPTH (m) 200 
2 5 0 
3 0 0 
3 5 0 
4 0 0 
TEMP 
- o - 1 6 
• * - 1 5 
t 4 
1 3 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 125 km) R(N) 
47 
P a p e r 3 3 
A MESOSCALE EDDY DIPOLE IN THE 
OFFSHORE CALIFORNIA CURRENT 
DENSITY- ( O g ) 25.0 26.0 26.5 27.0 27.3 
DEPTH -R 90 210 320 570 900 
(m) C 85 220 330 600 910 
R 90 210 320 565 880 
I 00 
200 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
DEPTH (m) 5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
800 
9 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
D E N S I T Y 
— 2 5 
O . 2 6 
. . . 26 .5 
-O- 2 7 
2 7 3 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 30 km) R(N) 
48 
Paper 34 
THE SUBTHERMOCLINE LENS Dl, PART 1, DESCRIPTION OF 
WATER PROPERTIES AND VELOCITY PROFILES 
DENSITY 34.4 34.5 34.6 34 .7 34.8 
DEPTH -R 1038 1112 1275 1825 2725 
(m) C 1025 1062 1200 1975 2765 
R 1038 1075 1240 1825 2725 
5 0 0 
t 0 0 0 
- 6 -
DEPTH (m) 1500 
2000 
2 5 0 0 
r r r ^ r 
3 0 0 0 
DENSITY 
3 4 . 4 
O - 34 .5 
- 3 4 . 6 
-C- 3 4 . 7 
-A- 34 .8 
-R(N) CENTRE (R = 7 km) R(S) 
49 
P a p e r 3 5 
OBSERVATION OF AN ANTICYCLONIC EDDY NEAR THE 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BREAK SOUTH OF NEW ENGLAND 
DENSITY 25.4 25.6 25.8 26.0 26.2 
DEPTH -R 2 3 27 3 7 41 47 
(m) C 20 27 42 46 56 
R 24 30 32 36 45 
] 0 
20 





2 5 4 
a - 25 .6 
. . . 25 .8 
-O- 2 6 
26 2 
- R ( N ) CENTRE (R = 8.1 km) R(S) 
50 
Paper 36 
VELOCITY AND HYDROGRAPHIC STRUCTURE 
OF A GULF STREAM WARM-CORE RING 
DENSITY 26 26.5 27 2 7 . 5 27.9 
DEPTH -R 100 200 500 7 7 5 3200 
(m) C 85 250 650 8 5 0 3400 
R 50 190 550 7 5 0 3250 
5 0 0 
I 0 0 0 
1 5 0 0 
D E P T H (m) 
2000 
2 5 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
3 5 0 0 
DENSITY 
- - - 2 6 
43- 2 6 5 
. . . 2 7 
-O- 27 5 
2 7 9 
-R(S) CENTRE (R = 55 km) R(N) 
51 
STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF WARM CORE EDDIES 
IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN LEVANTINE BASIN 
Paper 37 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 21 18 16 15 H 
DEPTH -R 55 90 220 390 750 
(m) C 50 90 285 460 815 
R 45 85 155 300 600 
DEPTH 
i 0 0 
200 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
600 
7 0 0 
800 
9 0 0 
T E M P 
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Paper 38 
WINTERTIME CONVECTION IN WARM-CORE RINGS: THERMOCLINE 
VENTILATION AND THE FORMATION OF MESOSCALE LENSES 
DENSITY (Og) 26.0 26.8 27.0 2 7 . 3 27.6 
DEPTH -R 40 200 420 4 6 0 870 
(m) C 35 300 480 5 3 0 860 
R 40 150 380 5 0 0 790 
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Paper 39 
ANTICYCLONIC EDDY OBSERVATIONS IN THE SLOPE WATER 
ABROAD CGC EVERGREEN 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 15 12 8 6 4 
DEPTH -R 100 200 460 600 1380 
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R 150 320 530 680 1480 
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Paper 40 
SOME FEATURES OF FRONTAL EDDIES 
OF THE EAST AUSTRALIA CURRENT 
TEMPERATURE rc) 20 18 17 15 14 
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